The Rose Code by Kat Quinn
Royal by Danielle Steel
The Sanatorium by Sarah Pearse
Sanctuary by V.V. James
Send For Me by Lauren Fox
The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo by Taylor Jenkins Reid
The Return by Nicholas Sparks
A Slow Fire Burning by Paula Hawkins
State of Terror by Hillary Rodham Clinton
Survive the Night by Riley Sager
Squeeze Me by Carl Hiassen
Taste: My Life Through Food by Stanley Tucci
The Therapist by B.A. Paris
These Precious Days by Ann Patchett
Thick as Thieves by Sandra Brown
Think Again by Adam Grant
A Time for Mercy by John Grisham
Total Power by Kyle Mills
Transcendent Kingdom by Yaa Gyasi
Troubles in Paradise by Elin Hilderbrand
Vanderbilt: The Rise and Fall of an American Dynasty by Anderson Cooper
The Vanishing Half by Brit Bennett
We Begin at the End by Chris Whitaker
What Happened to You? by Oprah Winfrey
What’s Mine and Yours by Naima Coster

NOTE: On the Nook Device, some titles may be listed alphabetically by “A/AN/THE”

Books within a series may be grouped together under the title of the series

Newly added titles will be listed in bold
The Affair by Danielle Steel
All the Devils are Here by Louise Penny
Apples Never Fall by Liane Moriarty
Anxious People by Richard Backman
Beautiful Country, by Qian Julie Wang
Becoming by Michelle Obama
The Beirut Protocol by Joel C. Rosenberg
Before She Disappeared by Lisa Gardner
Better Off Dead by Lee Child
Bewilderment by Richard Powers
Billy Summers by Stephen King
The Book of Lost Names by Kristin Harmel
The Book of Two Ways by Jodi Picoult
The Boys by Ron & Clint Howard
Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents by Isabel Wilkerson
The Cellist by Daniel Silva
The Chicken Sisters by K.J. Dell’Antonia
Cloud Cuckoo Land by Anthony Doerr
The Dark Hours by Michael Connelly
Dark Sky by C.J. Box
Deep Deep Snow by Brian Freeman
The Duke and I by Julia Quinn
Eli’s Promise by Ronald H. Balson
Enemy at the Gates by Vince Flynn
E.R. Nurses by James Patterson
The Evening and the Morning by Ken Follett
Fifty Words for Rain by Asha Lemmie
Firefly Lane by Kristin Hannah
The Four Winds by Kristin Hannah
Going There by Katie Couric
Golden Girl by Elin Hilderbrand
Harlem Shuffle by Colson Whitehead
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J.K. Rowling
The Heron’s Cry by Ann Cleeves
Hidden Valley Road by Robert Kolker
His Only Wife by Peace Adzo Medic
The Island of Sea Women by Lisa See
It Ends With Us by Colleen Hoover
The Judge’s List by John Grisham
Just As I Am by Cicily Tyson
Just Like You by Nick Hornby
Killing the Mob by Bill O’Reilly
Klara and the Sun by Kazu Ishiguro
The Last Graduate by Naomi Novik
The Last Thing He Told Me by Laure Dave
The Lincoln Highway by Amor Towles